classroom tables, seminar tables and student desks
OVERVIEW

If you ask educators and administrators, it’s clear they prefer furniture that balances price, performance and style. They’ll also tell you this balance has proved hard to find in classroom tables and student desks.

But now there’s a new Virco® furniture line that gives colleges and universities, as well as public and private schools, just what they’ve been looking for. Text™ gets the message!

Designed by the award-winning team of Peter Glass and Bob Mills – who collaborated with Virco on the generously proportioned Sage™ seating line for colleges, universities and high schools, the best-selling Zuma® classroom furniture collection, and the all-new Metaphor™ and Telos™ classroom furniture lines – Text tables and desks combine elliptical legs, swooping yokes and arched feet for contract-level elegance with heavy-gauge tubular steel and proven Virco construction for extended product life. Intelligently conceived features and accessories enable Text to deliver perfectly balanced furniture solutions for colleges, universities, public schools and private schools.

As a complement to their outstanding design attributes, all Text models are GREENGUARD® certified for indoor air quality.

Text tables can be ordered with 20”, 24”, 30” and 36” work surface widths; the product line also offers single-student desks with a space-saving footprint. Options include: a spacious book box; an open-view book basket that’s available with or without a handy paper/pencil tray; a backpack hanger; smartly detailed grommets with a flush-closing cover and wire pass-through openings at each end; and stylish perforated steel modesty panels. In addition, Text models can accommodate many of Virco’s popular wire management and computing accessories.

With Text, colleges, universities, public schools and private schools now have a vastly improved selection of tables and desks for their classrooms and other learning environments. By uniting the elegance of contract furniture with the proven durability and performance of Virco-engineered products, Text affordably embodies a new level of excellence.

DESK AND TABLE ACCESSORIES

Text comes with all the features required for a variety of learning environments. Whether you need single-student desks with book boxes, seminar tables with modesty panels or computer lab tables with grommets and wire management and power/communications capabilities, our selection of optional accessories provides a solution. There is even a caster pack for classrooms on the move. See page 8 for more information on these accessories.
DESK AND TABLE FEATURES

DESK AND TABLE TOP CONSTRUCTION

1 1/8" high-pressure laminate top with particleboard core and T-mold banding:
- All classroom tables
- All seminar tables

7/8" high-pressure laminate top with particleboard core and T-mold banding:
- 20" and 24" deep classroom tables
- All seminar tables
- All student desks

5/8" Fortified Recycled Wood™ hard plastic top:
- All student desks

TABLE CROSSBRACE

“When 48-inch and wider tops carry significant loads, such as computer workstations, extra top support is needed to prevent sagging,” said co-designer Bob Mills. “Many tables use a large ‘keel’ or stiffener, running from left to right, mounted all the way across the underside of the top; unfortunately, keels can ‘get in the way’ and prevent the use of book baskets, book boxes, keyboard trays, and other under-top accessories. Text offers an innovative and versatile solution for supporting these larger tops: a vertical steel column mounted on the heavy-gauge crossbrace which directly supports the center of the top – where reinforcement is needed most – while leaving open space for storage and computer accessories on either side of the column. And, by additionally ‘boxing’ the structure, this ‘beam and column’ design further increases Text’s overall stability.”

ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT LEGS

All Text Series tables and desks have adjustable legs that enable a top height range of 26” to 34”.

ELLIPOTICAL TUBING

“Elliptical tubing gives Text visual distinction,” said Glass, who added that most other classroom tables and desks have round or rectangular frame tubing. “For customers who want furniture with enhanced elegance and finesse, Text is an ideal choice.”

Glass added that Text’s elliptical tubing lets these tables and desks harmonize with Virco’s Zuma®, Sage™, Metaphor™ and Telos™ collections, all of which have seats and backs featuring blended elliptical contours.

“By matching Text products with any of these seating lines, customers will get the benefits of affordable, long-lasting classroom furniture with a higher degree of unified design,” he remarked.

Text models also make a great complement to Virco’s I.Q.® and Virtuoso® seating lines.

In addition to its aesthetic sophistication, Text’s frame configuration also delivers important performance advantages, as Bob Mills explained.

“The gracefulness of the elliptical leg tubes is complemented by the exceptional strength of their robust heavy-gauge steel and 360° welds. And the handsomely detailed elliptical crossbrace helps tie both legs together into a rigid, boxed-frame design.”

TEXT COLORS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FRAME AND UPPER LEG</th>
<th>LOWER LEG</th>
<th>FRW™ HARD PLASTIC TOP</th>
<th>LAMINATE TOP &amp; T-MOLD BANDING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Silver Mist GRY02</td>
<td>Char Black BLK01</td>
<td>Fusion Maple BRN38</td>
<td>Fusion Maple MPL385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chrome CHRM</td>
<td></td>
<td>Medium Oak OAK84</td>
<td>Medium Oak OAK084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Grey Nebula GRY91</td>
<td>Grey Nebula GRY091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sandstone BRN96</td>
<td>Walnut WAL078</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fusion Maple laminate comes with Fusion Maple banding. Medium Oak, Grey Nebula and Walnut laminates come with Char Black banding.
20" & 24" DEEP CLASSROOM TABLES

with single-post adjustable-height legs

TOP CONSTRUCTION
Tables are available with a 7/8" or 11/8" thick high-pressure laminate top with a particleboard core and T-mold banding.

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
These Text™ tables accept all accessories.

NOTES: Text 20" wide and 24" wide table models with a 48" long work surface can accommodate either two optional book boxes, or two optional book baskets, or two optional backpack hangers per desk. Optional backpack hangers cannot be used in conjunction with optional book boxes or optional book baskets (with or without paper/pencil trays) on Text models with a 20" x 48" or 24" x 48" work surface.

Text 20" wide and 24" wide table models with 54", 60" and 72" work surface lengths can accommodate two optional book boxes or two optional book baskets (with or without optional paper/pencil trays); these models also accommodate two optional backpack hangers along with either two optional book boxes, or two optional book baskets (with or without paper/pencil trays).
30” & 36” DEEP CLASSROOM TABLES

with double-post adjustable-height legs

TOP CONSTRUCTION
Tables are available with a 1 1/8” thick high-pressure laminate top with a particleboard core and T-mold banding.

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
These Text™ tables accept all accessories.

NOTES ON 30” WIDE TABLES: Text 30” wide table models with a 36” long work surface can accommodate one optional book box or one optional book basket (with or without an optional paper/pencil tray); these models also accommodate an optional backpack hanger along with either an optional book box, or an optional book basket (with or without a paper/pencil tray).

Text 30” wide table models with a 48” long work surface can accommodate either two optional book boxes, or two optional book baskets, or two optional backpack hangers per desk. Optional backpack hangers cannot be used in conjunction with optional book boxes or optional book baskets (with or without paper/pencil trays) on Text models with a 30” x 48” work surface.

Text 30” wide table models with 54”, 60” and 72” work surface lengths can accommodate two optional book boxes or two optional book baskets (with or without optional paper/pencil trays); these models also accommodate two optional backpack hangers along with either two optional book boxes, or two optional book baskets (with or without paper/pencil trays).

NOTES ON 36” WIDE TABLES: Text 36” wide table models with a 48” long work surface can accommodate either four optional book boxes, or four optional book baskets, or four optional backpack hangers per desk. Optional backpack hangers cannot be used in conjunction with optional book boxes or optional book baskets (with or without paper/pencil trays) on Text models with a 36” x 48” work surface.

Text 36” wide table models with 54”, 60” and 72” work surface lengths can accommodate four optional book boxes or four optional book baskets (with or without optional paper/pencil trays); these models also accommodate four optional backpack hangers along with either four optional book boxes, or four optional book baskets (with or without paper/pencil trays).
SEMINAR TABLES
with single-post adjustable-height legs

TOP CONSTRUCTION
Tables are available with a 7/8” or 1 1/8” thick high-pressure laminate top with a particleboard core and T-mold banding.

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
These Text™ seminar tables accept optional grommets, casters, modesty panels and under-table wire and cable management accessories.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIZE</th>
<th>1 1/8” THICK LAMINATE</th>
<th>7/8” THICK LAMINATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20” x 36”</td>
<td>TS20368YADJ</td>
<td>TS20367YADJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20” x 48”</td>
<td>TS20488YADJ</td>
<td>TS20487YADJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20” x 54”</td>
<td>TS20548YADJ</td>
<td>TS20547YADJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20” x 60”</td>
<td>TS20608YADJ</td>
<td>TS20607YADJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20” x 72”</td>
<td>TS20728YADJ</td>
<td>TS20727YADJ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TS2027YADJ with 2 grommets (GR2), twin-wheeled casters (TLCASTER) and a modesty panel (TMOD72). Shown with a Silver Mist upper leg frame and modesty panel with Chrome lower legs and a 7/8” Fusion Maple high-pressure laminate top with Fusion Maple banding.

Chairs shown are Virtuoso® model 2945P with Chrome frames and custom upholstery.
SINGLE-STUDENT DESKS
with single-post adjustable-height legs

TOP CONSTRUCTION
Desks are available with a 7/8" thick high-pressure laminate top with a particle-board core and T-mold banding or a 5/8" thick Fortified Recycled Wood™ hard plastic top.

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
These Text™ tables accept the following accessories:
- ZBOX - Plastic book box
- ZBR - Wire book basket
- ZBRT - Wire book basket and paper/pencil tray
- ZBH - Backpack hanger
- TMOD27 - Modesty panel

NOTES: Text single-student desk models can accommodate an optional book box, an optional book basket (with or without an optional paper/pencil tray), or an optional backpack hanger. Optional backpack hangers cannot be used in conjunction with an optional book box or an optional book basket (with or without a paper/pencil tray) on Text single-student desk models. Also please note that an optional TMOD27 modesty panel cannot be used with an optional book basket.

SIZE | 7/8" THICK LAMINATE | 5/8" THICK HARD PLASTIC
--- | --- | ---
20" x 27" | TS20277YADJ | TS20277YADJM
ACCESSORIES

STORAGE
- **ZBOX** - Plastic book box with integral pencil tray: 193/8"W x 17"D x 41/4"H. Colors: Choose from 22 plastic colors.
- **ZBR** - Wire book basket: 18"W x 15"D x 4"H. Color: Chrome
- **ZBH** - This handy accessory is great for backpack storage. Color: Chrome.
- **UPDRW** - Plastic pencil drawer: 13" x 22". Color: Char Black.

COMPUTER ACCESSORIES
- **TKBMT24** - Retractable 12" x 24" keyboard mouse tray for use with selected Text™ tables. Color: Char Black.
- **TKBMT27** - Retractable 12" x 27" keyboard mouse tray for use with selected Text tables. Color: Char Black.
- **TKBMT29** - Retractable 12" x 29" keyboard mouse tray for use with selected Text tables. Color: Char Black.
- **TKBMTC27** - Retractable 12" x 27" keyboard mouse tray with curved front edge for use with selected Text tables. Color: Char Black.
- **PTDCPU** - This CPU holder mounts beneath work surfaces of selected Text tables and hold CPUs up to 9" wide. Color: Char Black.

MODESTY PANELS
- **TMOD27** - Perforated steel modesty panel for use with 27" long Text student desks. Colors: Char Black or Silver Mist.
- **TMOD36** - Perforated steel modesty panel for use with 36" long Text tables. Colors: Char Black or Silver Mist.
- **TMOD48** - Perforated steel modesty panel for use with 48" long Text tables. Colors: Char Black or Silver Mist.
- **TMOD54** - Perforated steel modesty panel for use with 54" long Text tables. Colors: Char Black or Silver Mist.
- **TMOD60** - Perforated steel modesty panel for use with 60" long Text tables. Colors: Char Black or Silver Mist.
- **TMOD72** - Perforated steel modesty panel for use with 72" long Text tables. Colors: Char Black or Silver Mist.

POWER/COMMUNICATIONS
- **TPTP3** - Power/communications unit pre-wired with two electrical outlets and two voice/data ports for cat.3 or cat. 5 lines. Color: Char Black.
- **T762ELECT** - This power strip features six electrical outlets; 3-line, computer-grade surge protection; and a 15" cord. Color: Variable.

WIRE MANAGEMENT
- **GR1** - Factory-installed 6 1/4" x 25 1/4" ABS plastic grommet with a hinged lid; available on selected Text table models. Color: Char Black.
- **GR2** - Two factory-installed 6 3/4" x 25 1/4" ABS plastic grommets, each with a hinged lid; available on selected Text table models. Color: Char Black.
- **PTHVWC2** - High-volume wire chase, 2-foot section; can be mounted to the top of selected Text table models. Color: Char Black.
- **PTHVWC3** - High-volume wire chase, 3-foot section; can be mounted to the top of selected Text table models. Color: Char Black.
- **PTHVWCEND** - End caps with wire pass-through holes for use with model PTHVWC2 & PTHVWC3 high-volume wire chase units. Color: Char Black.
- **PTTRAY** - 6" x 14" steel tray mounts beneath selected Text table work surfaces for wire and cable management. Color: Char Black.
- **PTSTRAP** - This accessory uses a Velcro® strap to help organize wires and cables beneath selected Text table work surfaces. Color: Char Black.
- **PTTROUGH** - 4-channel PVC wire chase mounts beneath selected Text table work surfaces to manage wires and cables. Color: Char Black.

CASTERS
- **TLCASTER** - 4-pack of twin-wheel, hooded 2 7/8" diameter casters for use with Text tables. Color: Char Black.

ACCESSORY COLORS

BOOK BOX AND PAPER/PENCIL TRAY COLORS
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